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HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC.  & MASON DIXON REPAIR &  SERVICES, INC. 
“WHERE TEAMWORK PAYS” 

485 Mason Dixon Road          Greencastle  PA  17225 

(717) 597-7117  or  (800) 726-6111  or  www.hoffmantransport.com 

 Are you ready for summer?? 

 

 
 

Hoffman Transport, Inc.  

Mason Dixon Repair & Services, Inc. 

Is planning a picnic like no other… 

 

New Location … New Menu … 

Watch for details... 
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  Driver Physicals Due 
 

         … February … 
              … March ... 

February 2009 
 

 Sonny Hoffman  02/01/09 
 Tom Hensley   02/21/09 
 Dave Adler   02/27/09 
 Dwight Miller   02/28/09 
 

March 2009 
 

 Doug Schooley   03/10/09 
 Phil Dumas   03/13/09 
 Eric Harry   03/17/09 
 Tom Cusic   03/28/09 

  February  
  Birthdays 

February 2009 
 

 Bill Woods   02/07/09 
 Doug Schooley   02/15/09 
 

 Steve Pastore   March 01 
 Jim Keller   March 02 
 Karl Wenzl   March 02 
 Nick Stipanovic  March 04 
 Bob Cromis   March 06 
 David Kelly   March 06 
 Misty Woodring  March 12 
 Cliff Carlin   March 13 
 Jay Dutrow   March 16 
 Robert Kring   March 20 
 Al Shenk   March 21 
 Susie Studebaker  March 21 
 Ed Jackson   March 25 
 Roger Clippinger  March 26 
 Doug McClure   March 27 

Picnic 
February/March Birthdays & Anniversaries, Physicals & License 

1 
2 

February Driver of the Month—Wayne Arbogast 
What Would You Do? Driver Codes 
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From Peggy Desk, Recipe Corner 
From the desk of Lou Dennis, Welcome 

5 
6 

From the Shop, Mason Dixon Repairs & Services 
World Kitchens, Random Kinds of Factness 
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8 

Perfect Logs,  Violation Free Inspection Winner 
From Skip’s Desk, From Peggy’s Desk 

9 
10 

Capital Blue Cross Info.,  
Interesting Facts About Presidents 

11 
12 

Interesting Facts About Presidents continued, Walking Works 
From Skip’s Desk 

13 
14 

Easy 10 minute exercise, Fun Facts 
Fun Facts continued, Think ahead time savers 

15 
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   Inside this issue: 

  Driver Licenses Due 
 
 

        … February …  
 

  Scott Towner   February 05 
 Deb Green   February 06 
 Bill Woods   February 06 
 Dave Carbaugh  February 13 
 Mike Lichtenbar  February 13 
 Doug Schooley   February 14 
 Warren Mongold  February 14 
 Tom Crummit   February 14 
 Rick Lanham   February 19 
 Doug Kilpatrick  February 20 
 Jeff Newlin   February 20 
 Bob Falck   February 24 
 Phil Dumas   February 28 

Congratulations       
On Your  

… FEBRUARY … 
       … MARCH ... 
      Anniversary’s 

February 2009 
 

 Ed Jackson   3 Years 
 Tom Hensley   1 Year 
 Dave Adler   1 Year 

March 2009 
 

 Rodger Davis   28 Years 
 Al Shenk   21 Years 
 Deb Green   20 Years 
 Clyde Grove   10 Years 
 Melvin Scott     8 Years 
 Ron Ringer     8 Years 
 Jay Dutrow     5 Years 
 Debra Stitely     4 Years 
 Roger Clippinger    2 Years 
 Jeffrey Mather     2 Years 

 March 
  Birthdays 



DRIVER OF THE MONTH — FEBRUARY 2009 

 Wayne Arbogast 

Congratulations Wayne ! 

 
Wayne has been chosen to be the Hoffman Transport, Inc.  

 
February 2009 Driver of the Month.   

He has met the general criteria, including being load claim and accident free for the last 90 days.   
In addition, Wayne received the most votes from his co-workers and peers. 

 
As our DRIVER OF THE MONTH, Wayne will enjoy  a  

Gift Certificate for Dinner for Two. 
Wayne will also receive a personalized Hoffman Transport, Inc. Jacket. 

Please see Lou, Skip or Bridget for further details. 
Please don’t forget to congratulate Wayne when you see him! 

 
Keep Up The Great Work !From Your Staff and  Co-Workers. 

 
HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC.HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC.HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC.   

   

“WHERE TEAMWORK PAYS”“WHERE TEAMWORK PAYS”“WHERE TEAMWORK PAYS”   
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What Happened? 
Driver of Vehicle #1  was in the yard and hooked his trailer together, pulling away after-
wards. While puling away, the trailer came uncoupled and dropped to the ground causing 
damage to the dolly legs. 
 
The Decision: 
Preventable. 
 
Reason/Recommendation: 
This defect was of a type that should have been detected when making a proper pre-trip 
inspection of the vehicle. 
 

A thorough pre-trip inspection, checking the 5th wheel, could have prevented this from 
happening. Performing proper pre-trip inspections is half the battle when it comes to     
operating your unit safely. 

   Congratulations !! Congratulations !! Congratulations !!    
   

 Melvin Scott, Tom Cusic Melvin Scott, Tom Cusic Melvin Scott, Tom Cusic   
   

 FOUND THEIR CODES !! FOUND THEIR CODES !! FOUND THEIR CODES !!   
  

In The December Newsletter In The December Newsletter In The December Newsletter       
   

What happened to What happened to What happened to    
Jim Leatherman & Dave Phillips??? Jim Leatherman & Dave Phillips??? Jim Leatherman & Dave Phillips???    

You 2 employees missed your codes!!!You 2 employees missed your codes!!!You 2 employees missed your codes!!!   
   Read your newsletter!!    

Find your driver / mechanic / employee code  
                    in the newsletter, it’s worth $10.00 !!                                                        

 

We are in the process of updating everyone’s Forklift and Electric Pallet Jack 
Certification cards.  Please be sure to carry the ZIMK card with you at all times 
as some of the locations we deliver to might ask to see it.  If  you have not re-
ceived your new card yet please come to dispatch and see either Diana or 
Chris.  If  you have any questions please let us know. 
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Sesame Chicken Dip 
 

2 TBSP Soy sauce 
4 TBSP Sesame oil 
2 cloves garlic, minced 
4 Cups shredded cooked chicken 
 

3 pkgs low-fat cream cheese 
8 green onions, thinly sliced 
½  Cup chopped, salted peanuts 
2 Cups chopped, fresh baby spinach 
1 jar (10 oz) sweet and sour sauce 
Sesame rice crackers 
 

In plastic bag, combine soy, oil garlic and chicken.  Toss and refriger-
ate at least 1 hour. 
 

Spread cream cheese of large platter, top with chicken, sprinkle with onions, nuts, spinach.   Drizzle 
with sweet and sour sauce, cover and  refrigerate at least 2 hours.  Serve with sesame crackers. 
 

Hints:  Big recipe, I used only 1 cream cheese and half of everything else and had plenty for 10.  Had 
no peanuts-used cashews.  I used about one fourth of the sauce called for. 

Recipe Corner 

West Marine: 
 
     With the New Year starting, West Marine is implementing               

 the following that will make West Marine and Hoffman   
Transport very successful: 

 
1. With the transition of the Hagerstown stores to Rock Hill, the Rock Hill team is now preparing our  
deliveries three hours earlier.  What does this mean to us:  Departure times will be much earlier and they 
would like our trailers to be arrive in Rock Hill before 0600 on the loading day. 
2. Load Bars &/or Straps:  Once our trailer is loaded and the driver arrives for their pickup, they 
"MUST" have load bars and/or straps to help keep the freight from shifting and possible damage.  If the 
driver arrives without load bars or straps they will "NOT" be allowed to pull the trailer. 
3.  Hotline:  If a driver is running late for whatever reason, the driver "MUST" call West Marine's     
HOTLINE @ 1-866-298-1240.  West Marine's Hotline is their best communication with their store             
deliveries.  Their stores can call the Hotline and check to see if there is a message for their store.  If there is a 
message the store can notify their associates not to come in until the new expected delivery time. 
4. Security:    When a driver arrives at West Marine's entrance gate, he "MUST" pickup the supplied       
telephone and announce himself to their Security Team.  The driver "MUST" never enter without calling   
security. 
 

With the Peak Season not too far away, they are looking at 90 plus trailer loads per week.  Following the above 
key items will help us both be successful.  
 

 Peggy 

From: 
Peggy’s  Desk 
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COLD weather and our reefer units do not mix well at times.  This is why it is so important to start that unit 
before pulling it away to one of our shippers.  It is a lot easier to get work completed here then 80 miles 
away.  The “start up” is part of our “pre-trip” inspection.  We know this and we want to thank all of you for 
being on the ball and doing the job correctly.  We offer “temperature controlled” trailers and on time         
delivery.  We cannot afford to fail in these two areas.  All of us are aware of what has been happening within 
the transportation industry.  There are companies out there looking at our two biggest shippers and   
DROOLING over what we have.  They want it!  Any failures can and will cost us freight.  The worse case 
is we lose the privilege of hauling these salads.   Then what?  You are intelligent.  Guess.  “Lou, how in the 
world did you get on this subject?”  Allow me to “relate” something that occurred two or three weeks ago 
that REALLY affected you, me, the company!!  The driver “overslept.”  The receiver and shipper were… 
pissed??  To say the least.  We have been “paying” for that for three weeks now.  HOW, you ask??  Good 
question.  When we are expecting 6 to 10 loads a night and only get 3 or 4, we are being “punished.”  Too 
many of these “events” and the “fallout” might mean my job, YOUR job, the company’s future!  Everything 
depends on safe “on time” deliveries.  Period.  This cannot be stressed enough.  If for some reason the      
delivery cannot be made, communication is critical.  Immediate communication.  NOW!!  Call.  NOW!!  
This just might prevent EXLT a disastrous “backlash.”  Once again the vast majority of our drivers are “top 
notch” and we are proud to have you out there.  Thank you so very much for what you do and how you per-
form each day.  
 

“CHANGE OF DUTY STATUS” 
It is so easy to make/show that change each time before leaving your present location.  Why do 
we get “caught” by this obvious violation?  “I was in a hurry.”  That is what I hear most times.  
In a hurry!!  Now you have a violation with a nice fat fine looking you in the wallet.  For what?  
30 seconds??  Ya gotta be  kidding!!  Bring that book up to date and avoid the ticket and fine. 
 

 DEER & PENNSYLVANIA 
This will be no surprise to most of us.  According to some “stats” I saw last week, once again 
our lovely state ranks number one in “deer strikes.”  Damages are in the millions.  Strikes?  
TENS of thousands.  Keep those eyes moving and keep alert. Bambi wants you!!  (Isn’t it nice 
to be wanted?) 

 

       Lou 

John Hann 
Full Time Driver 
Hired—01-23-2009 
Tractor #173 

Jim Sisler  
Full Time Driver 
Hired—01-28-2009 
Tractor #203 
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It is that time of year again.  Yes, you guessed it, school time.  You know, the time of year 
where the future leaders of America are sailing on the voyage of learning.  With this comes the 
sight of the school buses.  Take the extra minute and be extra cautious when you see a school 
bus or a school crossing.  We all now the laws regarding school buses so let’s make sure these 
kids come home safe to their parents every night. 
 

Some of our trucks received new steer tires this past month.  The reviews have been mixed to 
say the least.  I have had drivers say nothing while a hand full of drivers do not like them at all. 
I have been told they tend to slide over the road when you hit an uneven spot or the edge of the 
road.  I spoke with a few people that have been involved with the tire business for many years 
and they feel this is an issue with the new tires and once they wear from the side it will      
minimize this problem.  Please keep me informed of the tires performance. 
 

We also installed new drive tires on 4 units also this past month.  These were the 726 EL’s. 
This is a very good drive tire and provides JACD a lot of traction.  In order for Bridgestone to 
judge these tires we are going to be installing a Bandag re-cap version on 4 other trucks.  If you 
are a driver that received the new steer tires and your drives are worn, please let me know.  It is 
hard for me to see all the trucks so I am counting on you to find trucks that need new drive 
tires. Please let me know ASAP.  Thanks. 
 

I usually end my newsletter with some quote or a saying I heard somewhere.  This month I am 
going to pull one out of thin air and give everyone something to think about…    

Go out of your way this month to be extra nice to someone, anyone.   
Take the time to say thanks and your welcome.   

You will make someone smile and those things are contagious. 

Thank you to all of the drivers who took the time to stop by the shop for the   
preventative anti gel.  Scotty has put a bottle of the emergency fuel treatment in 
everyone’s truck.  If you did not receive one or need more, please stop by for a 
replacement.  As far as the anti freeze for the brake lines, please save your empty 
quart containers.  I have gallon jug here I can refill them with.  This is all in effort 
to save you, the driver, time and frustration of a breakdown that could have     
possibly have been preventative, and Hoffman Transport a lot of money on road 
service, de gel products, filters, and the list goes on and on and is very costly. 
With your help in taking these preventative measures, hopefully this can be an 
avoided road service. And don’t forget to take an extra blade or 2 and a headlight. 

 
Thanks again for all your help in keeping our trucks and refers up to par, stay warm and be safe 

Misty, Jose’ and The Mechanics 
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T he stink of onion was once thought strong enough to scare off illness.  Oniony folk remedies have in-
cluded onion tea to stop a fever, rubbing an onion on your head if you have a headache, and smearing turpen-
tine with fried onions on your chest to choke out a cold.  (Perhaps the fear of having to repeat the prescription 
was enough to cure the illness.)   
 

I diot,” “moron,” and “imbecile” are now just insults, but they were once legitimate medical classifications.  
Morons were said to have the emotional and mental capacities of nine-year-olds; imbeciles, five-year-olds; and 
idiots, two-year-olds.  
 

H uman eyes can see some seven million shades of color.  Of all of them, lemon yellow in the most       
visible to the human eye.  Red is the second most visible.  
 

I t took forty-eight pigs to film the movie Babe.  All of them, say the producers. Were saved from the 
slaughterhouse after filming and were allowed to live out their natural lives in peace. 
 

O ne  of Marilyn Monroe’s therapists was none other than Anna Freud, Sigmund’s daughter. 
 
 

W ay back in 1971, Green Acres, Mayberry RFD, The Beverly Hillbillies, Gomor Pile, Hee Haw, and      
Lassie were all canceled on the same day by CBS.  
 

A ccording to Disney, there were 6,469,952 spots painted on the cartoon dogs in 101 Dalmatians. 
 

F orty percent of homes with at least one dog also have at least one cat.  

World Kitchens Greencastle  
                Delivery Update 
 

All loads going into World Kitchens in Greencastle 
Monday - Friday are to be backed into either door 1, 2 

or 3 during the hours of 0600-1400.  Should these three doors be full you will need to drop your trailer inside 
the gate and the jockey will feed it to a door when it becomes available. 
 

Check to see if there are any empty “Hoffman” trailers there.  
If so, BRING ONE TO THE YARD AS YOU COME. 

 
Thanks! 

Robert White 



Congratulations to our  33 Drivers who have made the Perfect Log List ! 

This is 6 More6 More6 More Driver’s than last month !!  GREATGREATGREAT   JOBJOBJOB   !!!!!!   
      TurnTurnTurn   youryouryour   correctcorrectcorrect   logslogslogs   ininin   sososo   youyouyou   cancancan   bebebe   ononon   thethethe   list!list!list! 

Our goal is to have each and every Driver’s name on the list.  Working together, I am sure we can accomplish all of our goals.  
The following driver’s have accomplished the distinguished honor of obtaining 

Perfect Logs For The Month: 

Please see the Log Auditor  throughout the 
month to correct any correctable log violations. 
 

THE VIOLATION REPORT 
 

Is printed on the 20th of each month  
for  the previous  month. 

Let’s all make an effort to be on the  
PERFECT LOG LIST. 

 

Stop in to review your logs soon! 
 

GOOD LUCK NEXT MONTH! 
Mary Jo Lehman 

PERFECT LOGS — DECEMBER 2008 

The winner’ for the February 2009The winner’ for the February 2009The winner’ for the February 2009   
Violation Free DOT Inspections is:Violation Free DOT Inspections is:Violation Free DOT Inspections is:   

 Phil Dumas Phil Dumas Phil Dumas 
Phil won a $25.00 Gift Certificate to WalPhil won a $25.00 Gift Certificate to WalPhil won a $25.00 Gift Certificate to Wal---Mart or Sheetz.Mart or Sheetz.Mart or Sheetz.   

Phil also has become eligible this month for the yearly drawing at thePhil also has become eligible this month for the yearly drawing at thePhil also has become eligible this month for the yearly drawing at the   

   

August 2009 “Driver Appreciation CookAugust 2009 “Driver Appreciation CookAugust 2009 “Driver Appreciation Cook---Out” for a VacationOut” for a VacationOut” for a Vacation---forforfor---Two!Two!Two!   
   

Come on guys and gals, Come on guys and gals, Come on guys and gals, TURNTURNTURN   INININ   THOSETHOSETHOSE   Violation Free DOT Inspections to the Safety Department, Violation Free DOT Inspections to the Safety Department, Violation Free DOT Inspections to the Safety Department,    
so YOU can WIN.  I don’t know about you, but I would enjoy a vacation with so YOU can WIN.  I don’t know about you, but I would enjoy a vacation with so YOU can WIN.  I don’t know about you, but I would enjoy a vacation with    

Free Airfare and Accommodations worth $1,500.00.Free Airfare and Accommodations worth $1,500.00.Free Airfare and Accommodations worth $1,500.00.   

Good Job !  

 Pat Beem   Ed Brown   Dave Carbaugh Cliff Carlin 
 Bob Cromis   Thomas Crummitt  Jay Dutrow  Royce Foreman 
 Brett Golden   Clyde Grove   Cliff Harry  Eric Harry 
 Tom Hensley   Chris Hoffman   James Kisner  Robert Kring  
 Harry Laughlin  Jim Leatherman  Greg Lindsay  Cedric Martin  
 Warren Mongold  Jody Punt   Tim Reitz            Robert Richardson 
 Doug Schooley   Larry Seal   Jeff Shives  Brandon Smith 
 Kevin Sottile   Roy Thomas   Aldo Torboli  Scott Towner 
 Eileen Ward         
 
         Your Name Could Be Here Also !! Your Name Could Be Here Also !! Your Name Could Be Here Also !!    

 

Log Reminder 
Please remember to flag all receipts.  If you turn them in they must show on your logs. 
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WINTER DRIVING HAZARDS 
 

Although we all can appreciate that poor weather conditions are not in our control and frequently happen     
unexpectedly, we also know that we cannot always blame the conditions for an accident.  As a professional 
driver, you accept that you and your fellow drivers must adjust to the conditions to avoid accidents and we 
thank you for that. 
 

For example, as a driver you know that loss of traction may be caused by snow, rain, sleet, and ice.  You are 
aware and adjust your driving to those slippery conditions, because it can take as much as three and a half 
times the distance to stop as it will on a dry surface. 
 

Another winter condition that you, as a professional driver, are on constant watch for Black Ice.  Black ice  
occurs when there is a sudden drop in temperature that causes very thin and invisible layer of  ice to form on 
the road surface.  Some of the more common places you  will find black ice are on bridges, shaded areas of the 
roadway , curves, and in areas that there is little traffic. 
 

You also know from years of experience that when you are following other traffic and there is no water spray 
from the wheels ahead, despite snowy conditions, you are most likely on packed snow or ice.  Instinct and 
training tell you to slow down cautiously and to never use your jake brake on slippery road surfaces.  This 
could cause a Jack Knife Accident. 
 

The winter months are some of the busiest for trucking, but because a driver is never sure when weather can 
effect his or her time, we hope that every driver will be conscious of his or her schedule and route and adjust 
his or her speed to get safely home.  Continue to make good decisions.  Always make sure that your vehicle is 
equipped for the cold weather and this includes warm clothes, fuel, food, fluids, etc. 
 

Thank You for Driving Safely 

   Driving Safely: 
 

 If you are your family are planning any trips or if you are 
just driving to and from work, PennDot recommends the 

following safety tips for winter driving: 
1.    Keep your gas tank as full as possible. 

2.    Under PA law, when your wipers are on, your headlights must also be on. 
3.    Carry a cell phone. 
4.    Use extra caution on bridges and ramps where ice can often form without warning.  Beware of roads that 
may look wet but are actually frozen, often referred to as "black ice". 
5.    Do not park or abandon your vehicle on snow emergency routes. 
6.    Do not pass or get between trucks plowing in a "plow line". (Several trucks plowing side-by-side). 
7.    If you do become stranded, do not leave your vehicle, rather keep the down-wind window cracked, run 
the motor every half hour to warm the vehicle and wait for help to arrive. 
8.    Pack an emergency kit.  This should be tailored to each MONW family's specific needs, i.e.: baby supplies, 
pet    necessities, medications, non-perishable food, water, first-aid supplies, etc. 
9.    Remain at least six car lengths behind an operating snow plow. 
10.  Do not drink and drive. 
11.  Always wear a seatbelt. 

           From: 
           Peggy’s  Desk 
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT PRESIDENTS 

 
  Who was the only President who did not win election to either the office of Vice President or       
President?..........Ford. 
  Who was the only President who had served as Speaker of the House?..........Polk. 
  Who was the largest President?..........Taft, who stood about 6 feet (180 centimeters) tall and 
weighed more than 300 pounds (136 kilograms). 
  Who was the shortest?..........James Madison At 5 feet, 4 inches, he was our shortest president. 
  Who was the only President to serve two nonconsecutive terms?..........Cleveland. 
  Who held the first regular presidential press conferences?..........Wilson. 
  Which President was sworn into office on an airplane?..........Lyndon B. Johnson. 
  Who was the only person to serve as both President and chief justice?..........Taft. 
  Which president was sworn into office by a woman?..........Lyndon B. Johnson by Judge Sarah T. 
Hughes. 
  Five Presidents have been elected whose closest opponent received more popular votes. Who were the 
Presidents?..........John Quincy Adams, election of 1824; Hayes, 1876; Benjamin Harrison, 1888;    
William J. Clinton, 1996 and George W. Bush 2000. 
  Who was the first President to visit a foreign country while in office?..........Theodore Roosevelt. 
  Which Presidents are buried in Arlington National Cemetery?..........Taft and Kennedy. 
  Who were the only grandfather and grandson who both served as President?..........W. H. Harrison 
and B. Harrison. 
  Who were the only Presidents to be sworn into office by a former President?..........Coolidge and 
Hoover (by Taft). 
  Which President never married?..........Buchanan. 
  Who were the "two" father and son pairs who both served as President?..........John Adams and John 
Quincy Adams. Most recently George H. Bush and George W. Bush. 
  What two former Presidents died on the same day?..........John Adams and Jefferson. 
  Which Presidents lived past the age of 90?..........John Adams and Hoover. 
  What President lived the shortest time?..........Kennedy, 46 years. 
  Who was the only former Vice President who became President but did not succeed the President   
under whom he served?..........Nixon. 
  Which President had the most children?..........Tyler, 15. 
  Who was the first President to live in the White House?..........John Adams. 
  Who was the first President to be inaugurated in Washington, D.C.?..........Jefferson. 
  Who was the first President to speak on radio?..........Wilson. 
  Who was the first President to speak on television?..........F. D. Roosevelt. 
  What two Presidents died in the White House?..........W. H. Harrison and Taylor. 
  Which President served the shortest time in office?..........W. H. Harrison, one month, 1841. 
  Which President served the longest?..........F. D. Roosevelt, 12 years, 1 month, 8 days. 
  Which President received the greatest number of electoral votes?..........Reagan in 1984, 525. 
  Which Presidents signed the Constitution?..........Washington, Madison. 
  Who was the only President who had a child born in the White House?..........Cleveland, in 1893. 

http://gi.grolier.com/presidents/cards/back/04bmadi.html�
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/biography_pages/reagan/index.html�
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT PRESIDENTS 
Continued from page 12 
 
  Which Presidents were assassinated?..........Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, Kennedy. 
  What other Presidents died in office?..........W. H. Harrison, Taylor, Harding, Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
  Which Presidents died on the Fourth of July?..........Jefferson, 1826; John Adams, 1826; and    
Monroe, 1831. 
  Who was the first President born after the adoption of the U.S. Constitution?..........Tyler. 
  Who was the first President to ride on a railroad train?..........Jackson. 
  Who was the only President to resign?..........Nixon. 
  Which Presidents served as university presidents before their election to the U.S. Presidency?..........      
Wilson (Princeton) and Eisenhower (Columbia). 
  Who was the first President nominated by a national political convention?..........Jackson. 
  Who was the youngest person ever to become President?..........T. Roosevelt, 42. 
  Who was the youngest person ever elected President?..........Kennedy, 43. 
  Who was the oldest person ever elected President?..........Reagan, 73. 

 
Taking steps towards a healthier you 

 
 Walking is one of the simplest, safest and most effective ways to get regular exercise. When done briskly on a 
regular basis, walking can reduce blood pressure, increase the efficiency of the heart and lungs, boost bone strength 
and help burn excess calories.  
 
 In fact, walking briskly for one mile in 15 minutes burns about the same number of calories as jogging an equal 
distance in 8.5 minutes. And walking an extra 20 minutes each day will burn 7 pounds of body fat per year.  
With each step you take, you're helping your body to prevent chronic health conditions. To help you get on the road to 
better health, Capital BlueCross offers the Walking Works Program.  
 
 Capital BlueCross’ Walking Works tool allows you to track your steps and activities as part of our Health      
Activity Log (HAL) service.  HAL allows you to set personal wellness goals and provides the ability for you to track your 
personal health statistics such as weight, blood pressure, cholesterol and many other types of health data. Getting 
started is easy. 
 

WalkingWorks® Challenge 
 
  Call 800.811.8990 to order your pedometer. 
  Go to the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association and order your pedometer online. 
  Follow the directions included with your pedometer to set your stride so the pedometer accurately records the distance you 
        walk. 
  For more information about the WalkingWorks® Program visits Capital Blue Cross website.   

https://www.capbluecross.com/Services/WalkingWorks/�
http://www.bcbs.com/walkingworks/cross.html�
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Post Trip Inspection Reports: These reports are the main communication between 
drivers and the shop.  They let us know of any major or minor problems with your tractor 
or trailer.  These reports aid us in getting your truck out in a timely manner so you can 
get back on the road quicker.  Filling the sheets our completely helps us out by saving 
valuable time during a repair.  We can eliminate time by finishing a truck the first time 
instead of having to pull it in to the shop twice.  These few hours every week add up to 
$thousands$ of dollars yearly that could have been prevented 

 
Attention all drivers please be considerate to other drivers when refueling.  When 

refueling, if both fuel lanes are full and there are drivers waiting at the pumps, do not do 
your post trip inspection at that time.  You can pull around and drop your trailer and go 
to the front or rear of the shop to check your fluids.  The drivers behind you want to get 
out of here as fast as you do so please think of them while refueling and don’t tie up the 
fuel lanes.  Also never come to the office while your truck is in the fuel lane.  Please park 
your truck & trailer and then come to the office. 

 
Another item we would like to stress is to all drivers; please inspect your vehicle 

before taking it out.  With the cold weather upon us, tires will deflate and could cause a 
blow out on the road, which could put you behind on your delivery.  Drivers, please 
check all lights, and fluids before leaving the yard.   

 
With the cold weather finally upon us, let’s keep in mind these few simple things that 
may save you down time on the road: 
 
  When you are first starting up and building your air pressure, let the air build up 
completely and then release your brakes.  Give them a chance to fully release before   
trying to move. 
  If your brakes become locked up, try rocking back and forth to free them up.  If that 
doesn’t work call the shop. 
 
Always bleed your air tanks after you return to the yard. After all the air is out, let the 
tank fill back up before shutting off the engine. This removes the moisture from your 
tank and may save you from having frozen airlines on your next trip. 
 
Our shop phone is used for various things throughout our day.  We are in touch with our 
vendors as well as dispatch constantly.  We really need to limit incoming calls from   
drivers to break downs only.  If you have a repair that needs done when you arrive, write 
it on your inspection sheet when you return.  Don’t’ call us to let us know you are     
coming in and it needs fixed, see us when you get in.  If your truck was placed OOS for 
repairs, dispatch will be notified when it is done.  Please don’t call us every day to check 
on it.  If a truck MUST be repaired for you to deliver, we will coordinate with dispatch to 
ensure a timely delivery for you. If we don’t waste the time on these extra calls, it will  
improve the service we provide to you. 
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Easy Ten-Minute Exercises 
 

Whether on the go or in slow-mo, try these quick calorie burners  

Although most experts recommend that we get thirty minutes of exercise most days of the week, many people have difficulty 
finding a half an hour of time for physical activity. Fortunately, three 10-minute sessions of physical activity are just as effective 
as one 30-minute session. So it's easy for busy folks with tight schedules to get the same, healthy benefits from exercise.  

So what kinds of exercises can you do in ten minutes? Try one of these:  

Walking/jogging: Strap on your sneakers and head outside. Power walk or jog for five minutes in one direction, then turn 
around and return home. You'll have just completed a ten-minute cardio blast!  

"Boot camp": Got ten minutes during your lunch hour? Close your office door and turn those ten minutes into a "boot 
camp" session with basic exercises like pushups, crunches, squat thrusts and lunges.  

Jumping rope: A jump rope is an inexpensive and portable device that you can take anywhere! And it's a great  cardio-
vascular activity that will improve your level of fitness. Carry one with you in your handbag or briefcase so you're always      
prepared.  

Exercise DVDs: Some exercise DVDs are designed with short 10-minute segments. If you don't have time to do the entire 
workout, try completing just one of the shorter segments.  

Dancing: It may feel silly, but fast dancing is a fun cardio workout--so crank up the music and shake your booty! You'll burn 
calories, increase your aerobic capacity, and build stamina, too.  

 Every mile of a four  lane freeway  takes up 
approximately 17 acres of land. 
 There  are  a  reported  40,000  toilet  related  
injuries each year in the United States. 
 A plane uses less fuel the higher it flies. 
 Every  year  more  people  are  killed  by      
donkeys, than in aircraft crashes. 
 Coconuts  kill  more  people  in  the  world 
than sharks do.   Approximately 150 people 
are killed each year by coconuts. 
 The  Shortest  Intercontinental  Commercial 
Flight  in  the  world  is  from  Gibraltar 
(Europe)  to  Tangier  (Africa).    Distance  34 
miles, flight time 20 minutes. 
 There  is  an  average  of  61,000  people         
airborne over the US any given hour. 
 Non‐dairy creamer is flammable. 

 The circumference of a bowling pin is equal 
to its height. 
 Lemon  Pledge  contains  more  lemons  per 
ounce that Country Time Lemonade. 
 The geodesic dome is the only structure that 
becomes stronger as it increases in size. 
 Disney  World  is  twice  the  size  of           
Manhattan. 
 A  toothpick  is  the most  frequent  cause  of 
non‐food chocking in the US. 
 The dot over the letter i is called a tittle. 
 Floods cause more death and destruction in 
the US than any other natural disaster. 
 The bark  of  the  giant Sequoia  tree  can be 
up to 2 feet thick. 
 There  are  no words  in  the  dictionary  that 
rhyme with orange, purple or silver. 

Fun Facts 
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Fun Facts 

  Japan,  the  country  of  islands  has  3,900     
islands 
 Chewing  gum  while  peeling  onions  will 
keep your eyes from tearing. 
 Alaska  is  the  state  with  the  highest          
percentage of people who walk to work. 
 A  newborn  panda  bear  is  smaller  than  a 
hamster. 
 Most NASCAR Teams use nitrogen in their 
tires in place of air. 
 Alaska  is  the  only  state  without  a  state 
motto. 
 General Electric  in Schenectady, New York 
claims the Zip Code 12345. 
 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 1   x   1 1 1 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 1   = 
12,345,678,987,654,321 
 50%  of Americans  live within  50 miles  of 
their birthplace. 

 

 Mount  St.  Helens  dropped  1,313  feet  in 
1980. 
 About a pound of pollution is produced for 
every 25 miles the average car is driven. 
 There  are more  plastic  lawn  flamingos  in 
the US than real ones. 
 The  only  word  in  the  English  language  
containing three consecutive sets of double 
letters is: bookkeeper. 
 The  short  sets  of  organ music  played  at  a 
baseball game are called tuckets. 
 Cranberries  are  sorted  for  ripeness  by 
bouncing them. 
 The  exact  geographic  center  of  the United 
States is near Lebanon, Kansas. 
 Antarctica  is  the  only  continent  that  does 
not have any land areas below sea level. 
 China  has  only  about  200  family  names   
despite a population of over a billion. 

Think Ahead Time Savers …  
 Baby wipes are a great thing.  Always keep some 
on hand for a minute swipe through the bath-
room.  You can wipe the sink, counter, toilet 
tank and lid in about 30 seconds! 
 Keep a decorative spray bottle on your kitchen 
sink filled with a scented all-purpose cleaner.  A 
quick spray on the stove, sink and counters 
takes about a minute and you don’t have go 
searching for the cleaner because it’s always 
right at your fingertips. 
 Keep a pair of scissors in nearly every room.  
The few dollars you spend to have several pair 
will pay you back in time saved searching for 
the one pair that is never where you think it 
should be. 

  

 Use another wipe for a quick dusting—swipe 
one over the phone base and headset. 
 Keep a pad and pen by each phone.  An easy 
solution—a small spiral pad with the pen tucked 
in the wire binding. 
 Hang a key hook by the door you most        
frequently enter and exit.  Hang your keys there 
every time. 
 Keep two or three canvas totes in the car for 
shopping trips. 

 
Keep your home and your state of mind organized 
by keeping up with small tasks every day instead of 
letting things pile up.  A few minutes here and 
there is all it takes! 
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